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ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades, communitarian criticisms of the lack of public engagement and a sense of local belonging have inspired extensive debates across Western Europe on how best to govern deprived urban neighbourhoods. One governmental strategy has been to engineer neighbourhood communities as localised, collective spheres of belonging. In this article, we show how 'governing through affect' has been part of Dutch neighbourhood policy since the turn of the millennium. Through an in-depth study of a community participation programme in a deprived Amsterdam neighbourhood, we analyse how policy practitioners use 'sensitising policy techniques' to enhance social cohesion and encourage communitarian citizenship among neighbourhood residents. Although governments often speak of 'communities' as self-evident entities, we argue that communities are better understood as enactments where discourses of neighbourliness, proximity, intimacy and familiarity encourage a localised, collective sense of belonging – a governmental strategy that mimics the 'pre-figurative' politics of radical social movements.

The paradox: communities as policy instruments

Many people in Slotermeer are concerned about the neighbourhood’s future. The music teacher who organises a neighbourhood musical with children … .The baker who bakes bread for a neighbourhood event … . The mother who, after school, takes care of the neighbourhood’s children. The older gentleman who sweeps the street twice a week. Neighbourhood Circle brings all these people together, creating new connections and ideas, where anything becomes possible. So think about how you can best use your talents to make Slotermeer even more beautiful. Because together we can do more, TOGETHERSloterMORE!!

The above call to communitarian citizenship appeared in a free Dutch district newspaper in 2007. Whereas the paean to community involvement conjures a village-like atmosphere where residents care for each other and where, together, they weave a warm web of social relations, Slotermeer is no secluded village, but an urban neighbourhood on the periphery of the Dutch capital city of Amsterdam. Many of its residents struggle with urban marginality (see Wacquant 1999) and Slotermeer has been the frequent target of both national
and local policy interventions. It is struggling to overcome its stigma of a ‘problematic’ or ‘deprived’ neighbourhood with a future of physical renewal, economic prosperity and the social integration of its population.

Another theme apparent in the call is the community spirit of Slotermeer’s residents, presented as engaged citizens contributing to neighbourhood life as they teach, care, bake and sweep. Such ‘active citizens’ occupy a central place in Dutch programmes of neighbourhood renewal, and Slotermeer’s Neighbourhood Circle — a community participation programme initiated by the local government to build on the ‘self-organising potential of the local community’ and ‘enhance social cohesion’ (POSEIDON 2006) — is no exception. Neighbourhood Circle provides residents financial and professional support to organise activities such as weekly coffee mornings in the neighbourhood centre for lonely elderly or immigrant women, to initiate projects to refurbish dilapidated playgrounds, or to host public events on the street. Neighbourhood Circle is representative of how the Dutch nationwide Neighbourhood Renewal Policy, which ran from 2007 to 2014, sought out, solicited and enrolled residents into ‘communitarian’ citizenship (see Etzioni 1998).

A paradox lies at the heart of this Dutch local governance strategy, one that has been pointed to by other scholars who have analysed attempts to ‘govern through community’ (Rose 1999). While the ‘community’ is a key policy instrument in all kinds of government plans, these plans simultaneously suggest that community is a frail construct, even an absent entity (see Meegan and Mitchell 2001; Larner 2005; Macleod and Johnstone 2012; Uitermark 2014). While governments hope for spontaneous citizen identification, loyalty and engagement, the desired community does not simply exist out there; as a delicate field of affect-laden relationships, it must be carefully designed, shaped and made. The question then becomes how communitarian norms and values can be implemented through policy.

We examine the paradox of ‘governing through community’ by focusing on the prominence and promise of the communitarian citizen in Dutch local governance, and in the Amsterdam neighbourhood of Slotermeer in particular. Creating community-minded citizens is a central pillar in national and local policies that aim to revitalise deprived or problematic neighbourhoods in the Netherlands (Tonkens and De Wilde 2013; Uitermark 2014; De Wilde 2015). This ideal of the communitarian citizen also suggests a radical transformation from how citizens were previously perceived by governments: no longer rational, individual, calculating subjects, they have become relational, affective subjects in search of attachments to a greater good.

Fortier (2010, 17) has shown how British Government strategies to foster local community cohesion have sought to mobilise emotions associated with good citizenship, a strategy that she terms ‘governing through affect’. Such ‘affective citizenship’ (Fortier 2010) can be seen in Dutch local governance as well. There are in fact broad parallels between the British and Dutch cases, with both societies grappling with the issues attendant to mass immigration and the integration of ethnic minorities into mainstream society. Governments in both countries have turned to lecturing their populations on citizenship — and more particularly the ‘communitarian underpinnings’ of citizenship — where citizenship is to be ‘earned’ by embracing the spirit of community responsibility and morality (Van Houdt, Suvarierol, and Schinkel 2011, 416).

The rise of communitarian citizenship in Dutch local governance can fruitfully be seen against the background of the ‘culturalisation of citizenship’ (Schinkel 2008; Duyvendak 2011) where familiarity with ‘national’ norms, values and traditions become central in
delineating the duties of citizens and where feeling the appropriate emotions – not least the feeling of belonging – becomes a condition at the very heart of Dutch citizenship. It is against this background, that we have to understand contemporary governance strategies in the Netherlands aiming at the creation of local communities as spheres of belonging. These strategies are partly organised from the centre, responsibilising the local arena (as in ‘domopolitics’, see Walters 2004; Darling 2011), even though their enactment is truly local and highly territorialised.

Rose (1999, 191) has aptly pointed to the ‘tensions between the moral high ground of communitarian thought and the mundane practicalities of policy formation’. We analyse these tensions by examining how communitarian citizenship is enacted in the Amsterdam neighbourhood of Slotermeer, and more specifically by policy practitioners responsible for implementing its Neighbourhood Circle community participation programme. We view affective citizenship as a technology of governance – an ‘affective register’ (Muehlebach 2012, 44) of techniques that seek to instrumentalize personal bonds, intimate relations and emotions in order to ‘sensitize’ citizens into the spirit of community engagement.

Our analysis builds on three main sources: (1) the literature on the affective turn in citizenship studies, (2) national and local policy documents on local governance and public debates on the culturalisation of citizenship in the Netherlands and (3) a detailed ethnographic study of the Neighbourhood Circle community participation programme in the deprived Amsterdam neighbourhood of Slotermeer. We focus on the ‘sensitising policy techniques’ used by policy practitioners to produce a particular type of good citizen, and analyse this process of citizen-making to unpack the communitarian norms that underlie the currently dominant ideal of citizenship in Dutch local governance. As such, this paper invites a broadening of the debates over the notion of affective citizenship to its local effects and affects.

**Communitarianism, citizenship and emotions**

*An affective turn in local governance*

Over the past decade, communitarian criticisms of the lack of public engagement and a sense of local belonging have inspired extensive debates on how deprived urban neighbourhoods across Western Europe should be governed. Ethnic diversity, strained social relations, anxiety and feelings of uprootedness have become key indicators for the marginality that fuels the ‘anxious, disaffected mood’ of their residents (Fortier 2010, 17). In response, governments have sought to engage local communities to improve ‘social cohesion’ (see Bull and Jones 2006; MacLeavy 2009; Lawless et al. 2010; De Wilde, Hurenkamp, and Tonkens 2014).

The recent ‘affective turn’ in policies to foster citizen engagement (Plummer 2003; Isin 2004) acknowledges the importance of values, feelings and intimate relations in community life, and aims to mould these to engage citizens in a super diverse, ever-changing public domain. More specific, the notion of ‘affective citizenship’ refers to how governments acknowledge, harness, and try to influence citizens’ emotions and intimate relationships within the construction of citizenship. Mookherjee (2005, 36), focusing on the various issues which emerged from the legislation against the Muslim veil in French state schools, introduces the term to show how ‘affection and loyalty’ are used in nation building. Focusing on issues of gender, sexuality, religion and race, Johnson (2010, 495) has analysed which
intimate relationships between citizens are recognised by the national government, how they are encouraged to feel about others and themselves in the public sphere, and how this culminates in a ‘politics of affect’ which influences who receives full citizenship rights. For the UK, Fortier ([2007] 2010) has shown how government strategies combine national visions of shared belonging with local efforts to manage diversity, which she refers to as ‘governing through affect’ (Fortier 2010, 17).

Similarly, Muehlebach’s (2012) ethnography of the affective underpinnings of welfare state reform in North Italy shows how the Italian Government has sought to mobilize its citizens through ‘a highly moralised kind of citizenship’ (Ibid, 6) in which government administrators draw upon the ‘affective register’ (Ibid, 44) of pride, empathy and compassion to seduce people into taking better care of their neighbours and loved ones. This new form of ‘ethical citizenship’ (Ibid, 6) entails the reassignment of governmental functions as well as citizens’ affective attachments to locally embedded spheres of collective belonging – a dynamic seen in contemporary Dutch local governance as well.

The culturalisation of Dutch citizenship

Since the Netherlands first began experimenting with strategies of local governance, the influx of post-colonial and labour migrants has been linked to fears of residential segregation and the erosion of traditional social structures in urban neighbourhoods (Uitermark [2012] 2014). This conflation continues to inform policy interventions to enhance social cohesion, which have been integrated within the physical, economic and social ‘pillars’ of neighbourhood renewal strategies. As Uitermark (2014, 8) argues:

The perceived failure of national models of integration (multiculturalism) has inaugurated a search for alternative frameworks around social cohesion that prioritize the integration of poor minority groups through their incorporation in neighbourhoods. It is feared that tensions within these neighbourhoods – especially multicultural tensions – may dislocate society as a whole.

Dutch local governance should thus be seen in the context of a national governmental strategy to manage the effects of macro processes such as globalisation and mass migration. As Duyvendak (2011) argues:

In Western Europe, the ‘crisis of home’ relates primarily to the changing composition of populations and the meanings attached to these developments by (populist) politicians. The raging debate around the integration of immigrants is increasingly framed in terms of who belongs in the Netherlands. (Duyvendak 2011, 22,23)

The ‘crisis of home’ often has its epicentre at the national level – with the nation itself conceptualised as one large home. In the Netherlands, politicians from across the political spectrum apparently believe that reinforcing Dutch national identity will help members of the ethnic majority working class feel less displaced in their own neighbourhoods, which over the past decades have witnessed an influx of immigrant populations (Duyvendak 2011). Seen as sites where public unease about Dutch multicultural society is most manifest, urban marginality in these neighbourhoods has above all come to be associated with a fragile sense of belonging. Given the interdependence in perceptions of what is happening in these neighbourhoods and in the country more generally, the tensions, as Uitermark (2014) points out, are more than a local affair. This can be seen in devolving responsibility for this
national policy intervention to local levels of governance and imagining neighbourhoods as local arenas of integration.

The allegedly alarming decline of social cohesion in these urban neighbourhoods resonated in Dutch public and political debate, giving rise to the ‘culturalisation of citizenship’ (as mentioned above) where citizenship itself evolved ‘from a status or practice into a deep sentiment. Citizens are subjected to new ‘feeling rules’ (Hochschild 2003, 82). Belonging – feeling at home – has become a requirement’ (Duyvendak 2011, 92,93; emphasis added). Public and political debate moreover emphasised the need for loyalty to the nation state and to ‘Dutch’ norms and values (Van Reekum 2014).

Although multicultural tensions and the lack of social integration in urban neighbourhoods stirred the debate on citizenship and Dutch identity at the national level, the solution – community – was deemed to lie elsewhere, namely on a local level. Deprived urban neighbourhoods were framed as porous places where the perceived loss of neighbourhood identity invaded the everyday life-worlds of people and their sense of local belonging (De Wilde 2015). The solution for identification and integration was not so much the nation – enacted as Dutch – but a specific locality, namely the neighbourhood – enacted as a localised, collective sphere of belonging.

**The festering wounds and lost worlds of the Dutch Neighbourhood Renewal Policy**

The slogan ‘TOGETHERSloterMORE!’ – especially its emphasis on together – is best understood within the context of the Dutch nationwide Neighbourhood Renewal Policy, an intervention initiated by the central government in 2007 to transform ‘problematic neighbourhoods’ [probleemwijken] such as Slotermeer into ‘powerful neighbourhoods’ [krachtwijken]. The Neighbourhood Renewal Policy grew out of a public debate where deprivation was equated not only with a neighbourhood’s housing stock, streets, squares and socio-economic status, but also with the affective state of its residents. These neighbourhoods were framed as arenas where the problems of Dutch multicultural society were most manifest. A ‘multicultural drama’ unfolded: immigrants struggled to integrate into society, there was a growing unease among the ethnic majority working class who felt like ‘foreigners’ and ethnic relations were increasingly tense. Some neighbourhoods were even portrayed by left-wing and right-wing politicians as ‘festering wounds’ or ‘lost worlds’ where residents felt uprooted and abandoned, no longer experiencing their places of residence as familiar, as home.

Tying the fraying of the national social fabric to local feelings of insecurity, anxiety and fear in Dutch neighbourhoods (see Mepschen 2016), policy interventions sought to soothe affective publics. The action plan that set the parameters for the Neighbourhood Renewal Policy sketched a vision for future ‘wonderful’ neighbourhoods where ‘residents feel familiar and at home, [where] they experience their living environment as manageable with knowledge, room and respect for each other’s lifestyle’. According to the policy document ‘integration is also about returning this social cement to the neighbourhood’ (Cabinet VROM 2007, 4). Central to the Neighbourhood Renewal Policy the engineering of a new kind of citizenship at the neighbourhood level:

For social cohesion and integration, a certain degree of *communality* is needed. This does not come naturally. Through a collective engagement with life and the living environment in the neighbourhood, this communality can be brought about. This is modern citizenship on a
This new kind of local citizenship points to new feeling rules, expectations of allegiance and loyalty on a neighbourhood level which indirectly emerge out a culturalised and emotion- alised national discourse about integration and citizenship. Following debates on ‘affective urbanism’ (Anderson and Holden 2008) or ‘moral urbanism’ (Darling 2013) which examine the varied ways cities and their citizens are positioned as reflective of certain values and virtues, we engage the neighbourhood as ‘a space whose moral language is entwined with a national concern to identify, regulate and manage integration issues’ (Ibid, 1795).

Affective urbanism is ‘attentive to how various modalities of the more than/less than rational, including affects, emotions and feelings compose urban life’ and points ‘to the development of a range of affective technologies that amplify, create and mobilize passions’. (Anderson and Holden 2008, 144). We argue that communitarian citizenship forms such an affective technology and we aim to show the relationship between the moral framing of neighbourhoods as potential spheres of belonging and the local policies in which these framings are translated by policy practitioners. If the multifaceted problems that comprise urban marginality are seen in terms of ‘belonging’ and ‘feeling at home’, how are local government strategies then designed to intervene in these emotions? How are civic engagement and ‘communality’ to be brought in policy interventions such as Slotermeer’s Neighbourhood Circle?

**Methods: policy analysis and ethnography**

The national Neighbourhood Renewal Policy encouraged local governments to devolve social responsibilities to the neighbourhood level (Cabinet VROM 2007). Special budgets were allocated to fund small, informal initiatives by neighbourhood residents – a form of community participation privileging the appropriation of the public domain through warm feelings, intimate doings and joint actions rather than through the mechanisms of rational deliberation, voice and vote that dominate more formal settings (see Wijdeven, Hendriks, and Vrielink 2010). Neighbourhood Circle in Slotermeer, by providing us insight into the role, logic and dynamics of community participation, allows us to formulate more general conclusions about the role of affective citizenship in Dutch local governance.

Neighbourhood Circle was designed and implemented by the district administration of Amsterdam New-West. The project’s 18 staff members, all employed by the district administration, consisted of members as ‘policy practitioners’ as they are the actors who translate the aims of the policy intervention through their actual labour and a variety of practices and thus produce policy at the implementation level. Their labour is common to the work of ‘street-level bureaucrats’ working in public services as pointed out by Lipsky (1980).

Over a two-year period between 2009 and 2011, the first author pursued ethnographic fieldwork within Slotermeer’s Neighbourhood Circle community participation programme. She was a participant observer in its projects, voluntary activities, collective gatherings, administrative meetings and deliberations. In addition, she conducted interviews with 16 policy practitioners and 40 participants of Neighbourhood Circle. In this paper, we draw from fieldnotes taken during these activities and events, from interviews, conversations and email correspondence with residents and policy practitioners as well as national, local and district policy white papers, weekly district newspapers, flyers, posters, the
district administration website and other communication material spread by the district administration.

**Practising social cohesion in a community participation programme**

How are social problems associated with urban marginality – social tensions between residents and their feelings of unease and uprootedness – created, managed and/or reproduced through policy? How is the call for communitarian citizenship translated into concrete interventions? In this section, we present our data on the ‘shifting, mobile and contested forms that a policy can take’ (Clarke et al. 2015, 34) as it moves from the design table to implementation. More specifically, we show how policy practitioners engage in this process of translation with the help of three ‘sensitising policy techniques’.

**Sensitising policy techniques**

We borrow the notion of ‘sensitising’ from the American sociologist Herbert Blumer. In contrast to what he calls ‘definitive’ concepts, sensitising concepts do not involve using ‘fixed and specific procedures’ to identify a set of phenomena, but instead give ‘a general sense of reference and guidance in approaching [its] empirical instances … ’ (Blumer 1969, 148). We argue that the policy techniques used in Neighbourhood Circle are ‘sensitising’ as well, in that they suggest directions along which to approach and understand everyday life in Slotermeer. Through sensitising policy techniques, policy practitioners appeal to the desires, wishes and emotions of residents; the assumption is that feelings and social interactions can be steered in the right direction by creating a ‘cosy atmosphere’ [een gezellige sfeer].

Face-to-face contact, friendly chats and intimate interactions are the first steps towards kindling feelings of community. Sander, a policy practitioner, explains:

You cannot communicate it in a distant, formal manner, beginning with ‘Let’s participate now!’ and then proceeding to the first point on the agenda. People respond to a warm, cosy feeling … . It means you have to encourage them in a creative, nice manner … to get into the spirit, you know.

Getting residents ‘into the spirit’ of community engagement is achieved through strategies, procedures and tactics that enable residents to feel, see and desire in designated ways. We discerned three such sensitising techniques in Neighbourhood Circle: the techniques of caring, appreciating and branding.

**Caring**

Previous studies have revealed how much policy work is often required to encourage active citizenship (Barnes and Prior 2009; Newman and Clarke 2009). As policy practitioners seek a balance between taking care and taking control, and engage with citizens through a broad range of formal and informal channels, they often become attached to the people they work with. Our study of Neighbourhood Circle adds to this literature by highlighting the importance of caring, which we define as a technique that expresses itself through acts of informality and intimacy between policy practitioners and neighbourhood residents. The technique of caring is part of the strategy to not appear bureaucratic; the latter is thought to dampen citizen enthusiasm and trust and therefore deemed ‘fatal’ for creating
the familiar, intimate atmosphere from which the desired affective attachments and social relations will emerge.

Policy practitioners in Neighbourhood Circle pay careful attention to personal matters and sensitivities. They organise monthly gatherings with an intimate, playful ambiance devoid of hierarchy and engineer settings where feelings can be shared. This is in stark contrast to common bureaucratic practice, where experts communicate top-down to lay populations. Karen, a policy practitioner, describes her own expressions of enthusiasm at these gatherings as part of a personal strategy to encourage residents to become engaged in neighbourhood life, as a ‘care for interaction’: ‘Sometimes, to arouse the same thing among residents, it helps to tap into the enthusiasm within you and show it during gatherings.’

Similarly, at one particular collective gathering where Sander addresses residents, he taps into his own personal experience as a father and recalls the discomfort ‘we’ all feel when approaching strangers in the neighbourhood:

> Still, the truth is that if we are really honest with ourselves, we often do not approach or talk to people we don’t know. … There is something inside ourselves that makes us not want to make that step towards the other. But it is possible. I am often inspired by children and what they do, for instance my son … .

Tapping into their own enthusiasm, anxieties and doubts, Sander and Karen prefigure the feelings, introspection and behaviour they seek to encourage among residents attending these gatherings.

Policy practitioners also imbue their office spaces with an informal ambiance. Quincy, who mans a front office, greets all who enter enthusiastically and ensures that his office is ‘at least a little bit cosy’. His philosophy is that meaningful interaction starts with conversation:

> Fear and nasty emotions will be released if you don’t talk to each other. Because then people don’t know each other. People might only talk about minor things, but at least they talk, and they will talk about how they feel about those things.

These examples illustrate how emotions and informal, intimate relations can shape interactions between policy practitioners and residents. While such relations may at first appear unprofessional, they are in fact strategic; a key assumption of Neighbourhood Circle is that residents are marginalised by their lack of social relations, thereby undermining social cohesion.

Policy practitioners describe themselves as ‘friends’, ‘uncles’ and as ‘speaking from the heart’. By engaging in such personal interactions, they establish intimate bonds with residents and become part of the community they seek to bring about. Policy practitioners therefore engineer settings and situations where soul-searching is desired and emotions can be shared: their personal stories and confessions – ‘if we are really honest with ourselves’, ‘I am often inspired by my son’ – are attempts to influence the beliefs and behaviour of neighbourhood residents. While the latter may initially be drawn to gatherings for more instrumental reasons, carefully and delicately striking the right emotional register may open the door for affective relations to flourish. This, at any rate, is the idea. However, before stretching the governmental argument too far, when it comes to working with and through emotions, there is only so much that can be designed up front. Due to sharing experiences, spending time with volunteers, and engaging in intimate conversations and personal confessions, policy practitioners inevitably start to care and develop friendships.
out of the situations and interactions which are also meant to relieve tensions, soothe pain and build enthusiasm. Put differently, they get attached as well.

**Appreciating**

Besides caring, we observe the technique of *appreciating*, for which policy practitioners have at their disposal a broad range of instruments.

First of all, Neighbourhood Circle has a considerable budget to support residents' initiatives. Given the rationalising aspects of money (see Simmel [1900] 2004), financial incentives to participate in community life may seem paradoxical. However, money gains meaning by virtue of how it is used, and the money used in Neighbourhood Circle is earmarked as ‘special money’ (Zelizer 1989, 371) – designated for proper use, regulated through a specific mode of allocation, and assigned special meaning. While this meaning emerges, in part, out of a set of official rules and bureaucratic regulations, it also grows out of informal negotiations as policy practitioners on the ground are the ones who eventually decide which neighbourhood contributions are *worthy* of financial recognition. The presence of a substantial budget transforms policy practitioners into budget gatekeepers. They often help residents fill in request forms, serve as the contact person, advocate the idea to colleagues, are involved in granting decisions and communicate the decision by phone and letter. The official approval letters they sent – as representatives of the district administration – begin enthusiastically: ‘Congratulations! Your initiative has been approved!’ Receiving financial support is framed as a joyous occasion. The allocated money thus has a symbolic function, a kind of ritual event or *rite de passage* through which residents become part of Neighbourhood Circle.

In addition to financial recognition, appreciation is conveyed through personal or public forms of recognition (e.g. a call for applause at Neighbourhood Circle gatherings or a publicly outspoken endorsement in district newspapers for residents who organised particular activities). At a gathering, Sander publicly praises Ozlem, a volunteer who has, over the course of four months, organised a traditional ‘Turkish paper marbling’ workshop for women. He shares a feeling of pride he felt him when seeing the result of their weekly efforts at a festive presentation:

There was a plate with snacks and little flags on them and if you looked closely you would see that each of those flags were different, handmade and painted by hand. At this level of detail you could see that there was a whole network of women behind it, women who had taken several afternoons to make these flags. It was really amazing.

His colleague Rachida steps in to say that creative expressions like these are an asset to the neighbourhood. She goes on to emphasise that the strength of this voluntary activity was the fact that through drawing upon an aspect of her identity Ozlem managed to gather a group of women, connect them to each other and not only let them learn about the traditional Turkish handicraft of paper marbling, but rather let them become aware and take care of each other as well. Rachida closes her statement by saying the following:

Together you’re stronger, than just doing things on your own. What we believe in and what we try to do is connect, to see if we can benefit from each other’s talents. But also, to see that we can take care of each other and get a lot of good things done the coming years.
In their praise of this particular voluntary activity Rachida and Sander publicly value the dedication with which these female volunteers share folkloric aspects of ‘their’ culture with the aim to reach out to their neighbours.

On another note, eating together – and other activities related to food – is an important aspect of the communitarian citizenship that policy practitioners try to encourage among residents. Numerous cooking clubs were organised in Slotermeer’s neighbourhood centres for women and children, dinners for the lonely elderly, coffee mornings for women, and neighbourhood barbecues and dinners for cultural holidays such as Christmas and Ramadan. For Karen, a policy practitioner, eating together has a ‘conjoining function’ as it helps neighbours ‘learn about each other’s rich culture over a nice meal’.

At Neighbourhood Circle gatherings there is always a small buffet, and time is set aside to eat together. The dishes are usually prepared by female volunteers who prepare something from their own gastronomic tradition. In his role as chairman of most neighbourhood gatherings, Sander introduce the delicious ‘multicultural’ buffet, making it part of his narrative about Slotermeer as a rainbow palette of ‘diversities’ and ‘cultures’. By qualifying the food as ‘multicultural’ – and *appreciating* seemingly insignificant activities organised around food – the sensory experiences of tasting, cooking and eating are used to invoke curiosity and mutual respect.

Finally, competitions for ‘Neighbourhood Hero’ and ‘Volunteer of the Year’ in which policy practitioners nominate volunteers are a final form of appreciation. Volunteers are also selected for special prizes such as ‘The Tree of Benefit.’ This last prize is presented by the local administration as a ‘symbol of recognition’ for residents who, in a ‘special and altruistic way’, have invested in the neighbourhood and its residents. The idea behind such prizes is that good deeds should be rewarded. Those who win are rewarded with a tree which they can plant in a park in the neighbourhood. In ceremonies usually chaired by the district chairman or alder(wo)man, winners are chosen from among three or four contestants. Their contributions to the neighbourhood are publicly praised under the spotlight (see Figure 1).

Through the awarding of budgets and prizes and through more informal forms of recognition, policy practitioners and local administrators classify certain activities and projects as ‘good’ (and others, implicitly, as less good). By attaching a price and by bestowing prizes and praise (see Dewey 1939; Stark 2011, 319), government representatives legitimise feelings and behaviour that create community, just as Neighbourhood Circle intends.

**Branding**

Alongside caring and appreciating, we discern *branding* as a technique to assemble stories and images of communitarian citizenship to make the future, idealised image of Slotermeer visible and tangible in the present. Neighbourhood Circle volunteers and activities are omnipresent in district newspapers, slogans and festivals – a type of communication reminiscent of ‘place branding’ or ‘city branding’ (for an overview see Dinnie 2004; Kavaratzis 2005) in which places are promoted to external markets. Place branding usually entails promoting positive emotional and psychological associations with a place to attract prospective residents, visitors and investors (see Eshuis and Klijn 2012). But in the case of Neighbourhood Circle, current residents – not outsiders – are the intended audience of the image of a harmonious, multicultural community (see Figure 2). Policy practitioners were called upon by the local government to ‘visualise the progress of urban regeneration,’
Figure 1. Left: Winner and contestants of the ‘Tree of Benefit’ competition, posing with the local alderman. Right: The winner plants his tree with the alderman. These images illustrate a story on the winner of the Tree of Benefit on the district administration’s website.
‘celebrate successes’ and ‘proclaim positive messages’ in an attempt to ‘touch residents’ and ‘persuade and enthuse them to participate’ in the transformation of Slotermeer into the ‘wonderful neighbourhood’ that it was to become.

Eshuis and Edwards (2012) have shown how citizens can gain or lose influence over urban planning through branding projects. In the best of cases, citizen involvement can mean that their feelings of attachment and sense of identity are included in the democratic planning of branding strategies. But citizens’ feelings play a different role in the branding of Slotermeer, where real-life examples of good citizenship are used as role models for other residents and as a ‘trademark’ for the neighbourhood (see Figures 3 and 4).

Concluding, sensitising concepts in social science draw attention to important features of social interaction to help social scientists interpret phenomena. We argue that the deployment of ‘sensitising policy techniques’ in Neighbourhood Circle plays a similar role for the residents of Slotermeer. They provide starting points for residents to discover themselves and their neighbours through all kinds of sensory experiences (eating, tasting, smelling) and sensibilities (feminine warmth, cultural care, nostalgic affection for a tree or statue, the basic human need for security), and to reflect upon these in specific ways (suggested through talks about the strength of diversity, the impact of small acts of kindness and the joy of volunteering). These techniques encourage residents to act upon their new-found feelings of belonging by organising activities and projects that fit within the designated contours of Neighbourhood Circle – to transform Slotermeer from a mere neighbourhood into a community.
Conclusion: the pre-figurative politics of affective citizenship

Although governments often portray communities as entities that already exist out there, our case study of the Neighbourhood Circle intervention in the Amsterdam neighbourhood...
of Slotermeer shows that community is better seen as an enactment in which discourses of neighbourliness, nearness, intimacy and familiarity encourage a collective, localised sense of belonging. This sense of belonging has to be performed through emotional identifications made possible with the help of ‘sensitising policy techniques’, where policy practitioners create opportunities for new forms of identification, social interaction and relationships.
The main message communicated through Neighbourhood Circle is that Slotermeer’s ethnic, cultural and lifestyle diversity is an asset for residents to come together, whether it is through street events, neighbourhood festivals, coffee mornings, handicraft workshops or other leisure or ‘empowerment’ activities in the neighbourhood centre. Neighbourhood Circle invites residents to participate in a warm, cosy sociability, to care for each other and their urban environment and to transform such affective attachments into active deeds of civic responsibility that will promote social cohesion.

With this in-depth case study we add to debates in ‘moral urbanism’ (Darling 2013) and ‘affective urbanism’ (Anderson and Holden 2008) in which it is argued that researchers need to be attentive to the process through which affects and emotions are spatially and temporarily distributed. As is stated by Anderson and Holden (2008, 145): ‘the currently limited understanding of what affects and emotions do in cities demands the development of a vocabulary able to describe how affects and emotions emerge from everyday urban life’. Affective citizenship offers a vocabulary for focusing ‘on those intangible aspects of community spirit (…) that might better galvanize the forces’ (Ibid, 144) of urban regeneration and neighbourhood renewal. More specific, our paper shows how communitarian citizenship, as an affective technology, is operationalised through sensitising policy techniques.

Through their practices, district administrators and policy practitioners propagate specific communitarian norms – norms that are, first of all, culturist. Schinkel (2008) coined the term ‘culturist’ to describe discourses of otherness within debates and policies on minority integration which locate the source of both identity and behaviour in ‘culture’. Neighbourhood Circle is based on a similar assumption: community engagement among residents is believed to begin from ‘who they are’. But in contrast to integration discourse, policy practitioners in Neighbourhood Circle proclaim the ‘diversity of cultures’ to be the
‘strength’ of the neighbourhood, that ‘culture’ is ‘a good way to bring people together’. Cultural differences are instrumentalised to foster a new sense of belonging to the neighbourhood; after all, no one is yet seen to belong to the community, which has to be brought about by developing affective attachments to neighbours and streets, squares and parks, for which the sensitising policy techniques offer situations and opportunities. Our case study thus supports Prins and Saharso’s (2008) finding that there is considerable discrepancy between the polarisation of positions in Dutch public debate and the pragmatic policy measures taken on the ground where ‘culture’ is concerned. But whereas Prins and Saharso argue that culture is left out of the equation in local policy contexts, we see that communitarian norms come into being through a (re)formulation of the cultural aspects of everyday, multicultural life in Slotermeer as hidden strengths.

The communitarian norms propagated by Neighbourhood Circle are also gendered. The emotional appeal and emphasis on meaningful interactions and informal sensitivities emphasise the value of intimate, personal relations. This resonates with what are often qualified as soft, feminine values like empathy, affection and a collaborative spirit (Lister 2003). The communitarian citizen is someone who can regenerate the neighbourhood through her sensibilities and domestic talents. Through emphasising the power of informal, intimate practices like cooking, sewing or nurturing, the private, intimate domain of the household and family is brought out into the public.

This emphasis on feminine values and talents gives new meaning to the public sphere of the community (see Larner and Craig 2005; Buckingham et al. 2006). The affective interventions of policy practitioners offer immigrant women opportunities to pursue a ‘politics of home’ (Duyvendak 2011) as it fits into the larger narrative of Dutch neighbourhood policies. In accepting the invitation, these women are assisted by policy practitioners who shine the spotlight on them as good citizens. Policy practitioners emphasise the ‘hidden’ qualities and talents of these women. The latter play an important role in this reimagination, not so much within pragmatic policies to further the emancipation of immigrant women, but within strategies to bring forth a multicultural, inclusive community and citizenship. In their translation of a new affective norm, policy practitioners cherish culture and qualify certain morals and manners as ‘cultural’. They thus play the culture card – although it is a gendered and positively valued one (see De Wilde 2016).

As such, policy practitioners encourage communitarian citizenship by appealing to the emotions of neighbourhood residents. They seek to generate identification with and commitment to one’s neighbours, performing and reinforcing these culturist, gendered norms of good citizenship in collective gatherings, voluntary activities and friendly conversations. In this way, they weave a web of practices that results in ‘governing through affect’ (Fortier 2010, 17) which implies a form of enacting community and citizenship that establishes assumptions over affect and conduct. These policy practices disclose ‘the narrowing interpretation of community when governmentalised’ (Taylor Aiken 2015, 764).

Policy practitioners see Neighbourhood Circle as a web of relations emerging from and expressing a warm sociability. Through its enactment of culturist and gendered communitarian norms, the intervention mimics the community it aims to bring about. Put differently, the desired future is made present through an ‘affective atmosphere’ (Anderson 2010, 793). In Slotermeer, policy practitioners project a vision of community which is then communicated to residents as having emerged from the grassroots desires and needs of their neighbours. In imagining things to bring them into being, the policy practices of
Neighbourhood Circle approximate what social movement scholars have termed ‘pre-figurative politics’ – ‘the modes of organization, social relations, decision-making, culture, and human experience that strive to reflect the future society being sought by the group’ (Boggs 1977, 365). Scholars have fruitfully applied this concept to understand the rise of the women’s movement (Rowbotham 1979) and social movements that strive for participatory democracy more generally, such as the anti-globalisation movement (Graeber 2002).

Understanding the local dynamics of affective citizenship as a form of pre-figurative politics sheds light on the question how affects through which futures are presented and produced, circulate within networks of local governance. The techniques of caring, appreciating and branding show how in ‘the enactment of a better world, the future is constantly being folded into the here and now’ and ‘how futures are made present by anticipating other desired futures through a range of utopic sensibilities, skills and techniques’ (Anderson 2010, 793).

However, through culturist, gendered norms the personal is made political – albeit in a very different way than when feminists first used the slogan to challenge the division of public and private responsibilities. The affective atmosphere that emerges is born out of folkloric cultural practices, gendered practices related to the traditional household tasks of women (cooking, sewing), or gendered affects related to their being mothers (caring, nurturing). Yet, affective citizenship is a governmental strategy that ignores and fails to recognise alternative affects that give rise to practices which are qualified by oppositional voices or antagonistic interactions. The case study of Slottermeer underscores the argument of Fortier (2010, 27), who states that the governmental strategy of affective citizenship becomes ‘organized around an economy of feelings’ in which positive affects are sought after and valued and negative emotions are ignored and not valued. It is good to have fun, warm neighbourly contact; it is bad to contest norms and critically voice issues concerning the neighbourhood (e.g. plans for urban renewal or demolition), integration (e.g. recognition of minority group rights or political representation of minority groups).

This brings us back to the paradox that lies at the heart of contemporary local governance in the Netherlands. Communities are thought to form the moral fibre of deprived urban neighbourhoods. Simultaneously, residents are thought to yearn for community, implying its current absence and the need for governments to help them find – or rather, create – community. Our analysis of the Neighbourhood Circle intervention reveals a further paradox: the pre-figurative politics commonly associated with radical social movements have in Slottermeer become part of a de-politicised, top-down policy strategy that aims and claims to give voice to grassroots communitarian values. Through a ‘cosy spin on “good neighbourliness”’ (Fortier 2010, 19), human relations, cultural values and emotions are deployed and moulded to service an aim of top-down policy: to bring forth an almost utopian, collective state of happiness which will change Slottermeer into the prospective ‘wonderful neighbourhood’ of the future. It demonstrates that affective citizenship comprises a ‘normative framing of citizenship’ (De Koning, Jaffe, and Koster 2015, 121) and functions as a technology of governance which aims to produce particular forms of moral subjectivity. Eventually, the gendered, culturist norms are the localised enactment of a national development, namely the culturalisation of citizenship.

This leaves open the question whether affective citizenship as a strategy works? Does it produce the affective attachments, sensibilities and relationships it imagines? In Slottermeer, we see that in some practices it does and in others not (De Wilde 2015). Governing through
the whimsical, yet powerful, workings of emotions meets class divisions, religious convictions, practical impediments, social antagonism and political sensitivities when carried out in practice. Following Clarke (2010, 648), it shows how ‘ordinary people re-politicise issues, events and relationships’ and provides insight into the ‘complex and contested process through which new spaces, socialities and subjectivities are being constituted’ (Larner 2005, 9). Volunteers cite the regulatory norms in practices where spatial, cultural or democratic issues are negotiated. In conclusion, through these negotiations, Neighbourhood Circle-volunteers reimagine and reinscribe this affective technology in order to challenge the limitations of their positioning and to imprint promises of empowerment and democracy on their enactment of community.

Notes

1. ‘Meer’ in Dutch means ‘lake’, which gives Slotermeer its name (the neighbourhood borders on a lake). But ‘meer’ also means ‘more’, giving the slogan its double-meaning.
2. Between 2007 and 2012, this participation programme had different names. For clarity, we refer to it consistently as “Neighbourhood Circle”, a fictitious name.
3. On January 29, 2000, the newspaper NRC Handelsblad published the now famous essay “A Multicultural Drama” by the publicist Paul Scheffer. This essay, in which Scheffer criticized ‘Dutch multiculturalism’, has provoked ongoing public and political debate in the Netherlands.
4. Part of a statement by the Dutch Labour party leader in the Dutch newspaper Algemeen Dagblad of November 1, 2006. The full statement is: “The cabinet has allowed the wounds of these old neighbourhoods to fester. What the consequences might be, we know from the banlieue in Paris.”
5. Qualification made by Liberal politician and future minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment Pieter Winsemius in an interview in Dutch newspaper De Volkskrant on November 1, 2006. The interview was headed by the following title: “Winsemius raises alarm about problem neighbourhoods.”
6. ‘Gezellig’ is often described by the Dutch themselves as being a typical Dutch word. It is used to denote a nice atmosphere, and relates to notions of familiarity, snugness, homeliness and conviviality. The word derives from the German word ‘gezel’: ‘someone with whom one shares a home’ or ‘someone with whom one is together’. It is a very common and much-used word in the Dutch language. The best word to translate it with in English is ‘cosy’. However, in the English language the aspect of company – the warmth and pleasantness of being together with others - which is essential to the Dutch meaning of ‘gezelligheid’ is less central. (source: Wikipedia, ‘gezelligheid’)
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